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Danish photographer’s
new book captures the
early Led Zeppelin’s baby
steps – and more.

First things first, the
title of Danish photographer
Photographs: Jorgen Angel
Jorgen Angel’s book is rather
Unseen Nordic Archives
misleading. Despite claiming its
timeframe ends in 1970, it
includes photographs of Led
Zeppelin in Denmark in 1973
and ’75, though, presumably, not
taken by Angel. While the book’s all the better for these extra images, it
does add to its already slightly chaotic air.
That said, the teenage Jorgen Angel and his camera were in the
right place at just the right time: the Gladsaxe Teen Club in a suburb of
Copenhagen in the mid-1960s. Denmark was easily accessible by ferry,
and scores of British groups braved the choppy crossing to perform to
their youth-club audience and get trolleyed on continental lager. As
writer Soren Vansgaard’s text explains, “Jorgen was young enough to be
completely uninhibited – totally unafraid of approaching the biggest
names in rock music to ask if he could photograph them…”
Prior to The New Yardbirds/Led Zeppelin’s arrival in 1968
he photographed the club’s earlier visitors, including The Nice, Ten
Years After, Deep Purple and The Pretty Things (the last already
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Assured:
KB Hallen,
Copenhagen,
February, 1970.
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looking impressively raddled in 1966). His pictures of all four are
included in a scene-setting, if slightly superfluous context.
The Zeppelin story commences in the second chapter, The Birth
Of A Legend, which begins with images of The Yardbirds at Holte
Hallen, another Copenhagen venue, in April 1967. What’s immediately
apparent is how visually divorced guitarist Jimmy Page
looks from his bandmates. The Yardbirds’ vocalist Keith Relf and
bassist Chris Dreja seem frozen in the earlier beat-pop era. That’s not
to put them down, but Page, in his dandyish, floral coat and knotted
neck-scarf looks as if he he’s right there in the moment, and already
primed for tomorrow.
It was a similar story with the music. Page had ideas that would
never be fully realised by the existing line-up. When the Yardbirds
imploded, he found new players and assembled ‘The New Yardbirds’,
soon to become Led Zeppelin. If the rest is history, then Jorgen Angel
was close to history being made.
Angel’s photographs of the proto-Led Zeppelin at the Teen Club in
September 1968 have done the rounds, but they never get old. There’s
an intimacy here – not a word usually associated with the band. This is
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Jimmy
Page is right
there, in the
moment…
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Second coming:
Led Zeppelin,
Gladsaxe
Teen Club,
Copenhagen,
March 15, 1969.

Zeppelin Unguarded: realised in a gauche-looking Robert Plant’s
awkward gurning and John Bonham’s sweat patches and shell-shocked
facial expression. Only Page, in his white Elizabethan ruffles, looks as if
he’s fully in control.
Unfortunately, the Gladsaxe audience expected the same Yardbirds
they’d seen a year earlier. “Imagine you bought tickets to The Beatles and
then ‘The New Beatles’ showed up instead,” admits Angel. Zeppelin
mythology might have re-imagined this gig as something akin to the
biblical Second Coming, but Angel insists he was captivated: “I used a
roll-and-a-half of film on them – and that was expensive for a schoolboy.”
Besides the photographs, it’s the eyewitness accounts which elevate
the book. The Yardbirds’ Scandinavian tour manager Jerry Ritz has
unearthed his original contracts, plus a grainy colour snapshot of Page
and an “unidentified girl” on their way to the island of Lolland.
Members of their Danish support act The Ox recall Zeppelin having “a
big, mean-looking guy stood behind the stage with an iron pipe in his
hands”, while topical Danish newspaper reports offer some refreshingly
honest insights. “Robert Plant made himself unpleasantly conspicuous
by his rather affected behaviour on-stage,” claimed one reporter.

Led Zeppelin returned to Gladsaxe in March 1969. In the
meantime, they’d toured America, and Angel’s photos capture the transformation. Everybody, including Plant, looks utterly self-assured. In the
space of six months, Zeppelin have outgrown their youth-club audience.
The look on the kids’ faces as they peer up at the stage says as much.
By the time, Zeppelin came back to play
Copenhagen’s KB Hallen in March 1970 they’d
cracked America and had two hit albums to their
name. Angel talked his way into the dressing room
to shoot them as they prepared for the show. It was
a rare, candid moment before Led Zeppelin took
off into the stratosphere, leaving multi-platinum
sales and sold-out stadiums in their wake. The
group that first played to gawping schoolchildren in
a youth club were long gone.
B e st b its: The September 1968 snapshot, possibly

taken by Robert Plant, of Jimmy Page and an unknown
Danish girl. Who was she and where is she now?
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